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Welcome to a Breakthrough Strategy
This paper shares key lessons and insights from the Community Experience Partnership 
(CEP)—a six-year initiative designed to redefine traditional perceptions of aging through  
work on the ground that demonstrates the unique contributions older adults can make in 
communities. Funded by The Atlantic Philanthropies, the CEP partnership involved nine 
community foundations in a range of geographies across the United States.
 
Community change happens in many forms and contexts, from grassroots projects to  
large-scale initiatives, in rural settings and inner city neighborhoods. This paper describes  
a breakthrough strategy that groups of all sizes, doing work across a wide range of issue  
areas, are using to accelerate and advance their missions. Together with a portfolio of  
supporting resources, it can help others explore, plan, and implement change strategies  
led by older adults in their own communities.
 
Who Should Read This Paper
No Substitute for Experience will be of particular interest to people and organizations  
that are positioned to sponsor or begin community-driven initiatives, such as  
executive leaders as well as program and project directors at community foundations,  
private funders, nonprofit agencies and networks—including United Ways, Area Agencies  
on Aging, and volunteer centers. Plus, it has wide relevance to policymakers, government 
officials, and others in civic leadership positions.
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Key Ideas
• Change led by older adults represents an urgently needed, breakthrough approach 

to community problem-solving. The strategy is flexible and can be leveraged for 
transformational results on almost any issue relating to community well-being. 

• The baby boom generation of older adults has always contributed to change.  
Today, adults at or near the traditional age of retirement represent a unique,  
growing, and under-tapped resource in almost every community.

• Mobilizing experienced adults often requires a shift in how organizations  
approach their work—but a modest investment can have exponential,  
long-term, sustainable payoffs.

• Communities that are already succeeding with this strategy have ideas  
and free resources to help you get started and succeed with this work.

Executive Summary



     

     

An Innovative Idea for Tackling Tough Challenges
Since 2010, in nine vastly different regions—from rural towns in Maine to major 
metropolitan areas in California, from Baltimore’s inner-city neighborhoods to Minnesota’s 
remote Indian reservations—leaders have been pioneering a bold approach to community 
problem-solving. As part of the Community Experience Partnership (CEP), they’ve been 
taking a fresh look at a substantial, potent resource that is available in nearly every 
community—older adults. 

In the nine CEP regions, older adults from diverse socioeconomic backgrounds are 
making progress on critical issues that create healthy, happy, livable communities: 
homelessness, health care, high school graduation rates, and much more. Above all,  
this effort is permanently expanding the ways community is strengthened. 

The Opportunity
Virtually every community in the U.S. is seeing rapid growth in its older population. By 
2030, there will be 72 million Americans at least 65 years old, more than twice as many as 
in 2000. Older adults bring a wealth of experience raising families, building careers, and 
navigating life’s challenges, and many are lifelong members of their communities. Many 
have developed skills, judgment, passions, and personal networks over multiple decades. 
They want opportunities to keep growing and to give back, often by contributing their time 
but also through continued learning, paid work, and “encore careers” where they are able 
to bring unique value.
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Putting This Proven Strategy to Work in Your Community
Few organizations or communities currently have the systems or structures needed to 
effectively leverage experienced adults as changemakers. The CEP projects offer a  
flexible, scalable template. Building a change effort led by older adults typically requires 
three phases of work:

1. Assessment. It is crucial to start by asking questions and seeking to understand more 
about your community’s experienced adults and how they currently are, or are not, 
participating in the life of the community. This is also a time to enlist collaborators.

2. Strategy. Drawing on data about older adult skills and interests, clarify your objectives  
and design interventions that leverage the unique talents of older adults.

3. Implementation. Program implementation requires that collaborators build capacity, 
align resources with objectives, track progress, and learn from mistakes. Collaborators 
must learn effective practices for engaging and integrating older adults within their work.

Three core capacities should be considered prerequisites for taking on this work: 
partnering, communicating, and learning.

A community change strategy led by older adults takes effort and investment. The end  
result, however, is a pathway to innovation and solutions that are more efficient, effective,  
and sustainable.

Experienced adults of diverse backgrounds and life histories are a proven 

asset. The benefits for all of us, older and younger, in communities 

big and small, are well within reach. What are older adults achieving in 

your community? What could be possible? Can efforts to improve your 

community benefit from the movement taking hold elsewhere? How can 

civic leaders activate this important resource? The options are as limitless 

as our communities are unique.

It just takes vision and a willingness to try.
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Getting Started
Six steps you can take to put this strategy to work  
in your community.

Read this paper, then visit ceplearning.org  
to learn more and access free tools.

Consider who else might be interested  
in working with you on this big idea.
Think about leaders inside or outside of your organization. 
Invite them to read this overview.

Begin gathering existing data about your  
community’s older adults to stimulate your  
thinking and identify potential collaborators.
(see Assessment, page 23)

Reach out to one of the nine Community Experience 
Partnership projects (via ceplearning.org) to get 
ideas and suggestions.
Pick the project whose issue area—e.g., homelessness, 
health care, youth development—is closest to an issue  
you care about. Or, pick the project whose community 
most resembles yours.

Attend a conference session where you  
can meet others doing this work.
For a list of upcoming workshops and presentations, 
see ceplearning.org.

Sign up for the Community Experience 
Partnership mailing list (via ceplearning.org)  
to receive periodic updates on the movement.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Learn More

Free planning and 
implementation 
resources are 
available at 
ceplearning.org.
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“You don’t have to start from 
scratch. There’s a movement 
that’s growing, and we’re building 
a field of practice you can join.” 

 Therese Ellery, Rose Community Foundation, Denver, Colorado
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Why Older 
Adults?  
Why Now? 
Innovative and sustainable approaches 
are more important than ever
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The cycle of homelessness. A broken health care system. Stimulating the economy while 
preserving the environment. Declining test scores and graduation rates. Across the nation, 
communities big and small are confronting deeply complex challenges. 

The most intractable problems have root causes with many interconnected variables. There 
are few easy answers. Even if there were plenty of money to allocate toward these issues, 
money wouldn’t be enough. Individuals and institutions working on pressing community needs 
know that they must embrace new kinds of thinking, innovative ways to work together, and 
creative strategies for confronting growing needs with finite or shrinking budgets.

Since 2010, in nine vastly different regions—from rural towns in Maine to major metropolitan 
areas in California, from Baltimore’s inner-city neighborhoods to Minnesota’s remote Indian 
reservations—leaders have been pioneering an unconventional approach to community 
problem-solving. As part of the Community Experience Partnership (CEP), they’ve been taking 
a fresh look at a substantial, potent resource that is available—and largely overlooked—in 
nearly every U.S. community: older adults.

A New “Demographic Dividend”

Economists have long known that a baby boom offers developing countries a potential 
“demographic dividend” of increased productivity. Similarly, an aging population presents 
valuable opportunities that, if leveraged, can benefit an entire society. 

Nonprofit organizations have long viewed retirees as prime candidates for volunteering. This is 
not a new idea. Yet we are at a unique moment in history: Never before has such a large—and 
largely healthy—pool of talent moved from raising families and building careers into a later 
stage of life. For many, this so-called third age (following youth and middle age) opens a new 
chapter of possibilities, when people have relatively more free time, a lifetime of accumulated 
experience and expertise, and a renewed desire to build community and find meaning. Older 
adults want opportunities to keep growing and to give back, often by contributing their time, 
but also through continued learning, paid work, and “encore careers” where they are able to 
bring unique value.

To truly leverage this generation’s experience, skills, and 
interests, community-based organizations must do more 
than update their volunteer recruitment strategies. 

In this context, the demographic trajectory in the U.S. is staggering. By 2030, there will be 72 
million Americans at least 65 years old, more than twice as many as in 2000. Virtually every 
community in the U.S. is seeing rapid growth in its older population. Yet few communities 
have the systems or structures needed to effectively leverage experienced adults. Studies 
repeatedly show that older people either don’t know where they can put their talents to good 
use, or they are viewed as liabilities with out-of-date skill sets and a fear of change. As a 
society, we’ve been so focused on the costs of an aging population—projected Medicare 
and Social Security shortfalls, a looming shortage of skilled nurses, and so on—that we are 
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Learn More

The Community 
Experience 
Partnership has 
benefited from 
pioneering work 
by nonprofit 
organizations, 
government 
agencies, 
academic 
institutions, and 
other thought 
leaders who 
are helping to 
redefine aging 
and empower 
experienced 
adults as 
community 
leaders. Get more 
information about 
the movement 
and access 
resources at 
ceplearning.org.

ignoring the upside. “The conversation should not just be about how many nursing home 
beds we need in the next 30 years,” contends Barbara Raynor, managing director of Boomers 
Leading Change in Health, a CEP project in Denver, Colorado. “It should also be about how we 
tap this resource of adults [age] 50 and over for the greater good. They have been agents of 
change their entire lives, they have tremendous gifts to give, and they’re not done yet.” 

“Experienced adults want to do more in their communities and are ready to do so,” says 
Lelia De Andrade, director of grantmaking services at the Maine Community Foundation. 
However, to truly leverage older adults’ experience, skills, and interests, community-based 
organizations must do more than update their volunteer recruitment strategies. The interests 
and expectations of the generation now reaching retirement age are unique; this is a group 
that is redefining what it means to grow old. “For experienced adults, a simple one-way 
relationship—where they give their time and skills to the community—is less attractive.  
They want rich experiences and reciprocal relationships that provide not just opportunities  
to be involved, but also opportunities to improve what they do and to share that with others 
like them.” 

With thoughtful and intentional investment, more small towns, big cities, and entire states are 
becoming part of a movement and finding new reasons to be hopeful about the most urgent 
issues of our time. In just a few years, the nine Community Experience Partnership projects 
have mobilized experienced adults from diverse socioeconomic backgrounds to move the 
needle on the issues that matter most to creating healthy, happy, livable communities. They are 
making headway on homelessness, access to health care, high school graduation rates, and 
livable community development. They are helping immigrant communities learn to read. They 
are bringing healthy, nutritious food into urban food deserts. They are preparing young children 
to enter kindergarten ready to learn and succeed academically. Above all, in every one of these 
places, they are permanently expanding the ways community is built and strengthened.

The path these communities are taking is neither simple nor a one-size-fits-all solution. A 
community change strategy led by older adults takes effort and upfront investment. The end  
result, however, is a pathway to innovation and to solutions that are more efficient, effective, 
and sustainable.
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Community Issue Geographic Scope Results (First Three Years)

Healthy Food

Improving access to 
affordable fresh food in 
low-income communities

New York City

Total population =  
8.3 million

55+ population =  
1.8 million (18%)

• 126 tons of fresh food brought into low-income food deserts
• 145 food gardens strengthened or established
• 2 farm stands and 2 farmers markets opened
• 3 new Good Food Box programs created
• Local organizing helped bring in a new supermarket that hired 50+ people 

from the community
• 325+ workshops and cooking demos promoting nutrition and teaching  

how to grow fresh food, reaching thousands of community residents
• 87% of participants feel better physically and 92% feel better emotionally
• $1.8 million raised to support the program

Smart Growth

Promoting healthy 
communities, people,  
and environments through 
smart growth

Maine (Statewide)

Total population =  
1.3 million

55+ population = 
416,000 (31%)

• 250+ volunteers advancing the work of 475+ organizations
• Community-level impacts in 120 cities and towns, in every county in the state 
• 85,000+ hours of service (valued at more than $1.5 million)
• $1.3 million raised to support the program

Neighborhood 
Vitality 

Improving low-income 
neighborhood quality 
of life

Baltimore, Maryland

Total population = 
621,000

55+ population = 
142,000 (23%)

• 785 older adults (50% men) recruited; a majority of local leadership team 
volunteers were new to the organizations where they gave their time

• 1,273 older adult volunteer hours and 3,082 leadership hours donated,  
valued at $71,040

• 7,009 participants of all ages engaged
• 27 neighborhood events and two diversity workshops were held; one 

documentary film created 
• 255 storm drains painted, 676 bags of trash collected, 343 trees planted
• 15 partner organizations engaged; 10 partners received Coming of Age 

training; two partners worked in Communities for All Ages framework (from 
Temple University)
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The Community Experience Partnership At-A-Glance
In 2006, a diverse set of communities across the United States began collaborating to 
rethink their approach for meeting important community needs. By 2010, nine multi-year 
projects had been launched through the Community Experience Partnership, with support 
from The Atlantic Philanthropies and initiative management by Socius Group. These 
projects featured coalitions led by community foundations that included United Ways, city 
and state governments, academic institutions, Area Agencies on Aging, volunteer centers, 
and community-based organizations working on a wide range of issues. Each sought an 
answer to the question: 

What can we accomplish when we harness the unique talents, passions,  
and energies of our communities’ most experienced adults?

The national Community Experience Partnership initiative was designed to conclude in 
2013, but the communities that pioneered this work are extending and expanding their 
efforts to mobilize older adults, and they continue to reap the benefits. Each community 
defined its own focus area and planned interventions to engage experienced adults from 
multiple socioeconomic, linguistic, racial, gender, and educational backgrounds.



Community Issue Geographic Scope Results (First Three Years)

High School 
Graduation

Increasing high school 
graduation through 
mentoring

Rochester, New York

Total population = 
211,000  
(metro area = 1.1 million)

50+ population = 53,000 
(25%)

• 120+ volunteers supporting mentoring
• 20,000+ hours of service (valued at more than $500,000)
• $720,000 raised to support the program
• $700,000+ in donated media

Homelessness

Ending homelessness

Grand Rapids, 
Michigan

Total population = 
190,000

55+ population = 39,500 
(21%)

• 7 agencies showcasing Encore opportunities through demonstration project
• A clearinghouse connecting experienced adults with skill-based opportunities 
• A learning community helping 39 nonprofit organizations leverage  

experienced adults
• Experienced adult role models participating at all partner agencies
• 6 of 7 agencies providing financial incentives to experienced adult  

participants (stipends, paid positions)

Health Care

Increasing access to 
quality health care

Denver, Colorado, 
metro area (seven 
counties)

Total population =  
2.9 million

50+ population = 
869,000 (30%)

• 31,000+ medically underserved individuals and families assisted 
• 560 adults 50+ engaged through outreach and education efforts
• 186 adults 50+ trained and placed as patient navigators/community  

health workers
• 60 adults 50+ trained and placed as health care policy advocates
• 76 adults 55+ trained and placed as AmeriCorps Encore members
• $3.1 million in funding generated
• Barriers to care decreased and hospital readmission rates reduced
• Access to services and resources, primary care treatment, enrollment in 

insurance, health education outreach, and use of health screenings increased

At-Risk Youth

Promoting youth 
achievement and 
community connection

The seven-county 
area of northeastern 
Minnesota—more than 
18,000 square miles

Total population = 
326,000

55+ population = 
105,000 (32%)

• Intergenerational programs to support youth developed in 10 communities
• 6,000 people engaged (including 1,800 aged 55+ and 2,800 youth ages 5–18)
• 300 new opportunities for older adults to engage youth to address important 

civic needs and build shared community identity
• 20,000+ volunteer hours generated (valued at $421,464)
• $761,464 in leveraged donations, including volunteer time, across the  

10 sites over three-year period
• Additional $1.2 million raised to support program expansion and replication 

through at least 2016

Early Childhood

Improving early childhood 
development outcomes

Oregon (Statewide)

Total population =  
3.9 million

55+ population =  
1.1 million (29%)

• Nearly 1,000 boomer-age volunteers joined eight early child care and 
education programs in urban, suburban, and rural Oregon communities—
including 700 new volunteers

• 21,616 contributed hours of service by boomer-age volunteers
• 3,000+ children served directly and nearly 7,000 indirectly
• An additional 2,000+ non-boomer volunteers provided 61,846 hours of service
• 8 funded child care and education programs hosted volunteers
• 34 providers joined in two learning communities to help leverage older  

adult volunteers
• Volunteers are helping to lower child-to-adult classroom ratios, offering parent 

education and supports, reducing administrative expenses, and more
• Developed comprehensive, free resources to help early care and education 

programs leverage volunteers (ready4volunteers.org)

Immigrant  
Well-Being

Addressing the needs of 
immigrant communities

Los Angeles County, 
California

Total population =  
10 million

55+ population =  
2.2 million (22%)

• 119 low-income, immigrant older adult volunteers trained to be  
community leaders 

• 5,907 contributed hours valued at $146,198
• 221 outreach events or activities conducted, reaching 138,773 residents
• Increased engagement of low-income older adults, leading to stronger 

communities, greater community capacity to respond to needs, and  
greater access to and use of available services

• Replicable training model for engaging older adult immigrants to address 
different community needs
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Getting Ready  
To Do This Work 
The importance of mission-  
and values-alignment
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Every community has the potential to successfully mobilize older adults to create change. 
The nine regions that have implemented Community Experience Partnership (CEP) efforts 
demonstrate that this strategy can work regardless of a community’s size or composition. 
Among the nine are two statewide initiatives (Maine and Oregon), initiatives addressing needs 
in the nation’s two largest cities (New York and Los Angeles), plus projects in rural, urban, and 
suburban communities as well as three Indian reservations (Northeastern Minnesota; Denver, 
Colorado; Grand Rapids, Michigan; Rochester, New York; and Baltimore, Maryland). The 
projects cross socioeconomic, language, race, gender, and educational boundaries. 

The fact that there are as many adults over age 55 in New York City as there are people in 
the state of Maine has certainly shaped how these efforts unfolded, but the reason these 
and other CEP initiatives are exceeding their original expectations turns out to be something 
more fundamental. What matters is not so much a community’s size, its location, or even the 
diversity of its population, but whether it has leaders who embrace the vision of doing things 
differently, and who understand that this strategy is about culture change within our institutions 
and across our communities. 

Cultivating an Asset-Based Understanding of Aging

The central shift that organizations, and entire communities, must make is from a deficit-
focused understanding of aging to one that is asset-based. Much of our society’s engrained 
response to aging is to treat it as though it were a disease: avoiding it, ignoring it, covering 
it up, treating the people who are “afflicted” with it as needy, and stereotyping them as 
dependent. Public policy debates that frame Social Security and Medicare as “ticking  
time bombs” reinforce the idea that the generation reaching retirement age is a drain on 
society’s resources. 

 

This strategy can work regardless of a community’s 
size or composition, as long as leaders recognize that 
it is fundamentally a call for culture change within our 
institutions and across our communities.

 

Of course, the story runs much deeper. Older adults bring a lifetime of experience raising 
families, building careers, and navigating the challenges life presents. In neighborhoods 
both rich and poor, older residents have developed skills, judgment, talents, passions, and 
personal networks over many decades. With the right encouragement, they have tremendous 
potential to be valuable, and valued, contributors to their communities.

It takes persistence to change the view of aging as a liability. A common reaction that CEP 
collaborators encountered early on—even from their own staff and board members—was 
the assumption that this work was meant to benefit older adults by keeping them active and 
offering them ways to feel fulfilled during their golden years. Another frequent response was to 
think of this work as “seniors helping seniors,” e.g., enlisting healthy seniors as caregivers for 
frail elderly neighbors. 
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These are understandable and worthy impulses—indeed, the older adults who have led and 
participated in CEP projects are more socially engaged and are experiencing physical and 
psychological health benefits. Yet that was not the purpose. “Throughout the years we had 
done ‘seniors helping seniors,’” notes New York Community Trust Program Director Len 
McNally. “This is seniors helping everybody.” The director of education programs at The 
Oregon Community Foundation, Mary Louise McClintock, also notes that projects about older 
adult civic participation often focus on helping elders find meaning during the retirement years. 
“It seems that the lens is about self-fulfillment for the older adults,” she remarks. “But because 
this [project] is housed in our early childhood program, we’ve been very careful to say that 
we’re [engaging older adults] because we think it is going to have benefits for early childhood.” 

As in Oregon, one way to keep the larger purpose of this work front and center is to 
intentionally focus it around a significant community issue that has no inherent connection to 
aging. Many older adults are lifelong members of their communities; you’ll be hard-pressed to 
find a community concern, from homelessness to high school graduation, that older adults are 
not invested in just as much as their younger neighbors.

Connecting to Your Mission, Building on Your Values

Across the nine CEP initiatives, some people became excited about change led by older adults 
because they saw it as a way to bring new energy and ideas to address an existing community 
need. Others were motivated more by the possibility of increasing civic participation, 
mobilizing an under-tapped resource to do something worthwhile in the community. Ultimately, 
however, each site zeroed in on a concrete issue that galvanized everyone—something of 
deep importance to the community at large, that offered the promise of measurable results, 
and would make intentional use of the unique talents and contributions of experienced adults.

“[Older adults] are people whose life experiences bring 
perspectives and open up possibilities even experts  
in a given issue may not have considered.”

 Patricia Campbell, Rochester Area Community Foundation, Rochester, New York

Any effort to mobilize older adults to improve their communities must be fully aligned with 
the missions of the institutions that are initiating the work. The organizing entity and its 
collaborating partners need a clear, important objective that is fundamental to their missions 
and that will be advanced through this work. Usually, this will be a defined community need. 
The CEP project in Oregon, for example, decided to target early childhood developmental 
outcomes. For other organizers, the focus could conceivably be a more broadly defined 
interest in promoting civic participation. 

In Maine, those planning the CEP initiative were looking for a way to counter the “leadership 
drain” expected as many civic, business, and nonprofit senior executives headed into 
retirement. In Los Angeles, organizers saw the region’s substantial population of boomer- 
aged immigrants, statistically among the biggest in the nation, as a critical new resource for  
a potentially wide range of civic needs.
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Close connection to mission builds a shared understanding of the purpose of the work and 
helps ensure commitment. As importantly, every collaborating organization should anchor 
this work in core values. For most people and institutions, successful implementation of 
this strategy will require changes in the way they do their work. Staff will need to welcome 
older adults in leadership roles, from planning and decision-making to on-the-ground 
implementation. Vertical alignment is essential: Executive leadership, staff, and volunteers at 
every level will need to learn to appreciate the unique contributions that older adults bring,  
and to recognize assumptions and barriers that make it harder for older adults to participate. 

Certain underlying values make it easier for collaborators to successfully integrate older 
adults. Organizations that are committed to creating the space for every community member 
to contribute, and that believe solutions are more sustainable if they are broadly owned by 
diverse community stakeholders, already have a framework for understanding the special 
requirements and benefits of engaging older adults. Groups that rely on grassroots community 
organizing approaches often have an easier time integrating older adults into their work than 
do more hierarchical institutions, or organizations that look at community members as clients 
who receive services.

There are inevitable bumps in the road, but by taking the time to build deep mission- and 
values-based commitment to the work, a community prepares itself to reap significant and 
sustainable returns on its investment. The culture change process becomes more manageable. 
Mission and values act as guideposts that keep collaborators focused on what matters, and 
position change led by older adults within a bigger context and purpose.

Shifting Our Mindset: From Recruiting “Volunteers” to Mobilizing Leaders

More and more, traditional notions of “volunteering” or “giving back” no longer align with the 
realities of contemporary life. Many older adults are eager to contribute to their communities, 
yet depend on continued income to survive. Those who do have financial security, and are 
able to retire, want opportunities to put their skills and experience to meaningful use. They are 
reluctant to be sidelined into incidental or supporting roles, and they resent when community-
based organizations treat them merely as extra hands. The proverbial “stuffing envelopes”  
task undervalues the contribution this generation offers. 

Even the language we use sometimes falls short: In some ethnic, immigrant, and faith 
communities, for example, “volunteer” is not a word people use to describe “helping out my 
neighbors in need” or “making my community a better place to live.” (For that matter, “baby 
boomer” is also a concept and label that works for some, but means little to others. A more 
in-depth exploration of language and related issues can be found in Beyond the Mainstream: 
How Culture Shapes the Way Older Adults Describe and Participate in Civic Life, a free 
research report available at ceplearning.org.)

The essence of the CEP initiative has been learning to see older adults neither as people who 
need services nor as a pool of unpaid workers, but as a source of extraordinary knowledge 
and energy. Rightly or wrongly, “volunteering” too often carries an association of lesser value. 
Although they occasionally default to old language, CEP collaborators have come to see 
older adults as innovators capable of building, leading, and sustaining substantial community 
improvement projects.
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Many of the older adults participating in CEP projects have donated time, expanding an 
understanding of what unpaid service can be. This work, however, explicitly embraces 
lifelong learning and encore career opportunities—including paid work and programs such as 
AmeriCorps Encore that offer living allowances, scholarships, or other forms of compensation. 
In fact, the value that older adults are bringing has been so significant that several of CEP’s 
nonprofit partners have created paid positions—often part-time and with a high level of 
flexibility—in order to retain older adults who have become lynchpins of their teams.

The Unique Potential of Older Adults for Community Problem-Solving

In practice, community-based change initiatives may be most interested in the Community 
Experience Partnership (CEP) approach as a way to recruit unpaid contributors. Yet the  
real benefit of older adults is not that they sometimes work “for free.” Older adults bring  
decades of experience, lessons learned, skills acquired, and interests honed, all of which  
have tremendous value and potential for meeting needs and contributing to solutions at  
the community level. On a wide range of issues, older adults offer personal experience, 
historic perspective, and professional knowledge. They know what has happened locally,  
why it has happened, and what might be done going forward. This creates a valuable 
knowledge base for project planning, where older adults are a rich resource for ideas, 
contacts, and potential resources.

As projects move to implementation, older adults emerge who are interested in or have skills 
and experience with specific issues, such as health care, homelessness, smart growth, or 
youth development. They also bring talents that are critical for a wide range of community 
change efforts: communications, marketing, and outreach; advocacy; project planning and 
management; fundraising; teaching and training; and much more. Many have longstanding 
and deep roots in their community—extended families, social networks, faith communities, 
professional and political connections, and other relationships they draw on to make things 
happen. Frequently, CEP’s nonprofit partners observe that older adult participants are more 
deeply committed and sustain their interest longer than younger participants, stepping into 
leadership roles, taking ownership of the work, and seeing it through to completion.

By questioning assumptions and learning to look at older adults as contributors to and 
leaders of change, community initiatives are able to activate existing, high-value resources. 
Perhaps as importantly, the process of engaging older adults can lead to an examination of 
values, perceptions, and practices, with powerful ripple effects. In fact, many of the diverse 
groups participating in CEP have found that inviting older adults into their work has been 
energizing and transformative far beyond the initial scope of the CEP projects, throughout their 
organizations, and touching stakeholders of all ages. Approach this work with openness, and 
the possibilities are limitless.
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Creating a 
Successful Initiative 
Building a change effort led by older  
adults that’s right for your community
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There is no single right way to approach older adult engagement, but various communities 
have found several practices to be effective. If you’re an organization or community activist 
with a desire to effect change around a particular issue, your primary challenge will be finding 
the older adults in your community who are interested in your issue; you will need to identify 
these people so you can involve them in the process and determine together how to approach 
the work. Conversely, if your interest is in mobilizing older adults, regardless of the issue, 
you will need a process for identifying potential focus areas that matter to older adults and 
choosing one to pursue. 

“[Each community’s work is] dependent on who lives 
there, who comes to the table, how they see the issues, 
and how they decide upon the solutions. There aren’t 
any of our communities that are exactly alike.”  
Lynn Haglin, Northland Foundation, Duluth, Minnesota 

 

The nine Community Experience Partnership (CEP) sites approached issue selection from 
both sides of the continuum: Some began with a known issue, while others cast a wide net 
before making a choice. In Grand Rapids, the community foundation wanted a new resource 
to advance an existing citywide, multi-year effort dedicated to ending homelessness. In 
Oregon, early childhood education was being championed by the governor and embraced 
by the general public as a civic priority; from the outset, they hoped to find a potentially 
innovative way to improve outcomes for Oregon’s young children. The community foundation 
in Baltimore, on the other hand, knew only that they wanted to tackle an issue affecting low-
income, marginalized neighborhoods. In Denver, the organizing group initially put virtually no 
constraints on their issue other than the requirement that it attract people age 50 and older 
through work, learning, or service activities. Los Angeles knew they had many needs within 
their diverse immigrant communities, but had little sense of which needs might be most 
successfully addressed by mobilizing older adults.

Each of the nine initiatives saw their mandate not as project planning, but rather as movement 
building. Northland Foundation Vice President Lynn Haglin emphasizes their commitment to 
making sure stakeholders within their communities were truly engaged. Particularly in smaller 
and more isolated areas, she says, each community’s work is “dependent on who lives there, 
who comes to the table, how they see the issues, and how they decide upon the solutions.” 
She adds, “There aren’t any of our communities that are exactly alike.” For Northland, 
resident-driven project development unfolded in unique ways across ten vastly different rural 
sites spread out across an 18,000-square-mile area, including three Indian reservations. In 
rural, suburban, and urban settings alike, though, the key is to build interest and support in 
what you’re doing—whether that’s finding a new issue to work on, or introducing more people 
to an issue you are already addressing.

“Almost predictably, this work won’t be predictable,” states Diana Doyle, director at Socius 
Group, the consultancy that developed and oversaw the national umbrella CEP initiative for 
The Atlantic Philanthropies. “The steps you take will look different depending on the scope of 
your ambitions, and even more so depending on your context.”
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In practice, the CEP partners approached their work in three overarching phases: assessment, 
strategy, and implementation. The required time and investment of each phase can vary 
greatly, scaling up or down depending on a community’s complexities. 

Phase 1: Assessment—6 to 18 Months

It is crucial to start by asking questions and seeking to understand more about your 
community’s experienced adults and how they currently are, or are not, participating in the 
life of your community. Assessment encompasses three core sets of activities: taking stock, 
conducting research, and interpreting and sharing knowledge.

Taking stock begins with convening. The nature of this work is collaborative, and it makes 
sense to start by looking for partners—the usual suspects, but also less-expected people 
and groups. When recruiting partners, what matters is a deep interest in the work. Have 
conversations with different potential collaborators: community-based organizations, faith-
based institutions, researchers and academics, business leaders, government officials, 
funders and donors, and anyone else who might have interest in the work. Engage colleagues. 
Consider how to bring older adults into your project planning effort early as leaders who shape 
and drive the work during the Assessment phase and beyond.

Begin mapping existing data about your 50+ population, their interests, and their attributes. 
Most communities will have access to existing data, ranging from U.S. Census reports to  
local academic, municipal, and community-based resources. After doing a scan of available 
data, it might make sense to conduct your own research. Consider options such as surveys, 
focus groups, key informant interviews, and large-scale convenings. Identify from the outset: 
What do you need to know? Are there hypotheses you want to test? What is the simplest  
way you can find answers with a reasonable degree of confidence? What stakeholders and 
experts with special knowledge can be tapped to help plan, implement, and interpret your 
assessment effort? 

Finally, your convening and data-gathering work should allow you to interpret and share 
knowledge. Engage your collaborators in a conversation about your findings. How 
successfully is your community currently engaging experienced adults to address important 
issues? Are there obstacles that discourage older adult participation in community life?  
Which barriers are most important to overcome? Why? How might you overcome them?

Remember that conducting research, analyzing it, and communicating it each offer important 
opportunities to enlist collaborators and build commitment to the work. 
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On-the-Ground 
Learning

For more about 
the barriers and 
opportunities 
for engaging 
older adults 
in community 
problem-solving, 
see Beyond 
the Mainstream 
and Voices of 
Experience, 
which summarize 
research findings 
from Community 
Experience 
Partnership 
initiatives in more 
than 30 diverse 
U.S. communities.  
Both reports are 
available free in 
the resources 
section of 
ceplearning.org.

BEYOND THE
MAINSTREAM
How culture shapes the way older adults 
describe and participate in civic life

     

     

     

     

     

     

Phase 2: Strategy—6 to 18 Months

Once you have a clear understanding of the context in which you are going to be working, 
you’ll be ready to clarify the purpose of your work by selecting an issue (or confirming the 
viability of an issue area you had previously selected). At the same time, you will design  
and plan on-the-ground interventions for creating change.

To clarify purpose, you and your collaborators must answer two questions: 
• What issue will we address through this work? (e.g., homelessness, literacy,  

health care)
• What is our population and/or geographic focus? (e.g., immigrants, young children; 

within specific neighborhoods, towns, or regions)

To design your approach, you’ll need to resolve three additional questions: 
• Who will be our implementing partners? (e.g., existing nonprofit agencies or programs, 

hospitals, government, the volunteer center)
• What measurable goals will we commit to achieving? (e.g., match X teenagers with 

experienced adult mentors, reduce hospital readmissions by X percent, double the amount 
of fresh produce available)

• What programmatic activities will we invest in to accomplish those goals? (e.g., place 
older adult workers in preschool classrooms to lower child-to-adult ratios, train and deploy 
older adult health care navigators to assist patients, help older adults start a new community 
garden and farm stand)

Although we present these questions in a list, there is no fixed order in which to address 
them, and you will inevitably need to work through them multiple times during the Strategy 
phase before settling on final decisions. (How you answer one question often constrains 
or informs your answers to the other design considerations, and vice-versa.) The Oregon 
Community Foundation, for example, first chose an existing priority as their issue for the 
project (early childhood education), which simultaneously defined the target population 
(young children) and brought focus to the universe of potential collaborators (early child 
care and education providers, child advocacy groups, etc.). In Los Angeles, by contrast, the 
California Community Foundation focused first on defined populations (Filipino, Latino, and 
Iranian immigrant communities), identified partners (nonprofits already working successfully 
with those populations), and then worked with those partners to choose specific issues that 
had relevance in those communities (healthy eating, literacy, domestic violence) as well as to 
design their on-the-ground activities.

In northeastern Minnesota, the Northland Foundation invited ten rural communities (including 
three Indian reservations) to participate and worked intensively with each to develop a  
core group of stakeholders tasked with developing intergenerational strategies to tackle 
important community needs. With a focus on engaging people age 55+ as well as youth,  
each community’s stakeholders met and worked with Foundation staff between seven  
and ten times over an 18-month period as they developed locally specific projects.
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In Denver, Rose Community Foundation offered more than two dozen small grants (between 
$5,000 and $10,000) to surface and test innovative program ideas using older adults. They 
eventually chose health care as their prime focus because their research showed it was the 
top concern for their community’s adults 50+, and because there were proven intervention 
strategies that seemed primed for new investment (e.g., training and deploying health care 
navigators).

Meanwhile, the New York Community Trust chose an issue and a general population 
(food access for people in low-income neighborhoods), designed a strategy centered on 
neighborhood organizing, and then issued an RFP that resulted in a variety of different 
approaches that reflected the needs and ideas of each neighborhood (e.g., starting new food 
gardens in public housing, creating weekly fruit and vegetable bags to sell at affordable prices, 
lobbying to bring a new supermarket with fresh produce into a neighborhood).

Beyond designing a programmatic intervention, the strategy phase is when you should resolve 
key operational aspects of program planning: 
• How will you manage the work? (e.g., manage the initiative in-house, create a new 501(c)(3) 

organization, hire an existing entity as the managing partner, engage a fiscal sponsor)
• How will the work achieve sustainability? (e.g., create a long-term funding plan, build in 

self-sustaining systems change)
• How will you evaluate the effort? (e.g., specify data collection methods and frequency, 

determine whether to use a third-party evaluator)

Each of the nine CEP projects answered these questions differently, based on local context, 
grantmaking philosophy, and other considerations. There are no right or wrong answers— 
just those that are right for your project, in your community, with your partners.

The Strategy phase is rarely linear. Every CEP initiative, however, followed certain effective 
practices—principles that, in fact, are the hallmark of good program design  
in any context. 
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Healthy Food (New York, New York)

We are a city of neighborhoods; because we’re a big city, people get involved at the neighborhood 
level. We built a logic model and decided that what we needed to do was find organizations that had 
deep roots in their communities, organizations that had the ability to convene and organize around a 
community issue. That was the top requirement: Show us that you know how to organize and work with 
your community. And, by the way, tell us about any experience you have with older adults, but that was 
not required. We had a review panel of 14 folks who evaluated the 60 responses to our RFP. The highest 
weight was for how well these organizations really knew how to convene and work with community 
members to drive an issue, and have them own it. And then, in terms of food access, did it appear that 
their strategy emerged from the community in some way, rather than being imposed?

Our advisory committee wanted to see how this concept played out in different types of organizations.  
So we consciously picked a variety—a local development corporation, a small community organizing-
type organization, a nursing home/geriatric health care facility, a citywide, issue-based organization,  
and a large social service organization.

  Terry Kaelber, United Neighborhood Houses

At-Risk Youth (Northeastern Minnesota)

When we conducted research in the first phase, we learned that more older adults wanted opportunity 
for what we were calling civic engagement. A secondary theme came out loud and strong: Older adults 
were very concerned about young people and the future vibrancy of community, because so many young 
people were leaving for education and employment reasons. 

We went out and conducted our whole planning process in the second phase. We held seven to ten 
meetings in every one of our ten communities. We always ask a community, “Is this something you would 
like us to help you with?” We talk to some leader in the community [with an interest in the issue of youth 
development]: It might be the community education director—in one community it was the director of the 
youth center—and that person can take it to others and get a group together. We’ll come and share our 
idea, and they respond.

We’re always willing to tweak our process. When we talked to [the Indian reservations] about what we 
had planned as far as a meeting, they [told us they] like to approach things like a talking circle, so that’s 
the approach we took… They said, “Let’s make it a circle and have anybody who wants to share speak.”  
With this approach we gain the trust of the community.

  Lynn Haglin, Northland Foundation

Designing the Intervention
On-the-Ground Lessons
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Health Care (Denver, Colorado)

Rose Community Foundation basically started with a clean slate—we had no existing issue or pre-
conceived agenda for this project. So we did our homework. We asked adults 55 to 64 whether they 
planned to volunteer in the next phase of their lives, and 75 percent said yes. Then we did some more 
homework to determine what issue mattered to them most. That issue was health care.

Rose then provided $5,000–$10,000 innovation and matching grants to fund more than two dozen 
projects that focused on engaging adults 50+ for the greater good. Some of those projects went on to 
grow and take hold and flourish beyond that initial grant period; others did not. Ultimately, Boomers 
Leading Change in Health was designed to leverage the success of existing community-based health 
care initiatives by mobilizing our trained volunteers to help those initiatives build their capacity. This 
enabled us to get our feet on the ground and build momentum for our project without having to create 
something from scratch.

  Barbara Raynor, Boomers Leading Change in Health

High School Graduation (Rochester, New York)

We called together community partners, people from the mentoring community, the school district, the 
aging services network. We put on the coffee, set the table, and had folks come and start working toward 
a vision. The expertise of the folks who knew mentoring was highly valued, and those of us in the aging 
community and at the community foundation didn’t pretend to have a strong voice in that aspect of it. Yet 
when it came to the aging side, that was what we knew and brought. There was a real understanding of 
what each of us brought to the table, and what we didn’t bring.

People are still excited about that planning process. It always surprises me, I guess, because I just 
thought it was the way it was done. People expected we would tell them what to do. But basically 
what we said was, “You have to tell us what needs to be done.” The intervention was planned by the 
community.

  Patricia Campbell, Rochester Area Community Foundation

Immigrant Well-Being (Los Angeles County, California)

We had a two-pronged approach. We had an initial request for information and we opened it up very wide 
to all kinds of nonprofits. We sent out hundreds of announcements and advertised it in many ways. We 
got 120 responses, and we called them together in a meeting and talked about the mission of Engaging 
Immigrant Boomers for L.A. We asked them to describe how they would fit best with that mission. We 
invited a number of applicants [to submit full proposals] and from that we chose three.

We looked at their experience with immigrants in the lower income, their standing within that community, 
what experience had they had with older adults, and to what degree they would be able to buy into 
the mission of really working with older adults as partners rather than as service recipients—partnering 
around solving a community problem, not delivering service.

  Gabriele Burkard, California Community Foundation (formerly)
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Learn More

For more about 
Community 
Experience 
Partnership 
lessons for 
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engaging, and 
supporting 
collaborators, 
see Partnering 
for Sustainable 
Community 
Change  
in the resources 
section of  
ceplearning.org.

First and foremost, bring people to the table. Even more than in the Assessment phase,  
the Strategy phase calls for focused collaboration and the development of relationships that 
will lead to eventual partnerships during implementation. This is also another moment to 
ensure older adults are not just invited to participate, but are actively shaping and investing  
in the work.

Second, strategy creation should leverage data and expertise. Use the findings from your 
assessment and tap the people in your community who have specialized knowledge in order 
to develop plans that are grounded in reality and are more than aspirational. In particular, your 
findings about older adult interests and the barriers that prevent them from engaging should 
be reflected in your choice and shaping of strategies; you want to capitalize on passions while 
overcoming barriers.

Third, get clear about how proposed strategies are supposed to drive change. Every CEP site 
took the time to articulate a theory of change along with a logic model, work plans and 
timelines, measurable goals, performance benchmarks, as well as a plan for monitoring and 
evaluating their work. It is important to map the connections between what you are putting into 
the project, the activities you will be conducting, and the results you hope to achieve.

Fourth, it is critical to have clear roles and transparent processes for inviting input, 
developing recommendations, making decisions, and managing day-to-day work. The CEP 
initiatives were each spearheaded by a community foundation, but any institution responsible 
for catalyzing or driving community change can take on that role—a United Way, community-
based organizations, even municipal agencies. In most cases, key planning decisions were 
made or heavily influenced by advisory committees that relied on older adult community 
members, subject matter experts, community leaders, researchers, specialists on aging  
(e.g., the local chapter of AARP or the Area Agency on Aging), and other stakeholders.

Phase 3: Implementation—3 to 5 Years, and Beyond

To some extent, efforts to engage resources to create positive community change are 
fundamentally similar, no matter what the issue or which assets are being mobilized. Program 
implementation usually boils down to your ability to grow capacity, match resources with 
appropriate objectives, track progress, and learn from mistakes. It’s no different when 
experienced adults are tapped to lead community improvement. Yet, there are unique ways 
this work is likely to present challenges and yield benefits. 

One of the biggest lessons shared across the Community Experience Partnership (CEP) 
initiatives was how important it was to support partners in a deep and sustained way. The 
need goes beyond technical assistance; the most important capacity you and your partners 
must nurture is for internal cultural change. “We wanted projects to be led by and, in terms 
of sustainability, eventually owned by older adults,” notes Terry Kaelber, CEP project director 
at United Neighborhood Houses, in New York City. “[Your partners] may understand that 
conceptually, but whether they can get there culturally—whether their staff can figure this out 
based on the habits and traditions of the organizations—is harder for some than others.” The 
long-term result will be improved outcomes with lower resources and greater sustainability,  
but in the near term, the work requires extra effort and a willingness to do things differently. 
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It is important to assess implementing partners’ dedication and readiness to integrate 
experienced adults into their organizations in meaningful roles. In each of the nine CEP 
communities, where nonprofit organizations of all sizes and types were expected to bring in 
older adults to lead work, enthusiasm from the leaders of partnering organizations did not 
always extend throughout their institutions. Just because senior management embraces 
your mission and strategy does not mean those on the ground responsible for implementing 
the partnership will understand what collaborators are trying to achieve. Lack of “vertical 
alignment” can present a significant challenge to achieving your goals. 

Volunteer-driven projects face additional hurdles. The nonprofit organizations most in need 
of resources typically have the least capacity to recruit and work with volunteers, and often 
need new policies and practices to successfully engage experienced older adults. Technical 
assistance and ongoing support for partners can make the difference between a well-
intentioned effort that runs aground and one that gets traction and blossoms.

“We wanted projects to be led and owned by 
older adults. [Your partners] may understand that 
conceptually, but whether they can get there culturally—
whether their staff can figure this out based on the 
habits and traditions of the organizations—is harder  
for some than others.”  
Terry Kaelber, United Neighborhood Houses, New York City

 

The ability to engage older adults is the central capacity that implementing partners must 
develop. It takes special effort to recruit experienced adults, and even more care matching 
their talents, interests, and availability with appropriate responsibilities.

Among the nine CEP sites, the most successful recruiting efforts have concentrated on word-
of-mouth outreach. Several have also conducted large-scale promotional campaigns to build 
awareness. As with many outreach efforts, early success sometimes tapers off; getting beyond 
the “low-hanging fruit” is the true challenge. 

“Some people are confident in what they have to offer; others wonder if they have anything 
of value to offer,” says Rochester Area Community Foundation Senior Program Officer Pat 
Campbell. “Some know exactly what they want to do; some need help figuring it out. Some 
can be flexible; some can’t. Some can make a significant commitment; others can’t.” You need 
to build an engagement strategy that offers different ways for older adults to get involved, 
where each role is something that really matters and has a clear connection to the issue. 

In the case of volunteer-focused CEP projects, most have depended on some level of 
dedicated resources focused on recruiting and managing experienced adult volunteers. Some 
created full-time positions, while others explicitly added volunteer management to existing job 
descriptions. Partners that did not define and assign responsibility for this function struggled 
to attract and retain older adult participants.
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Although the idea that older adults arrive with a lifetime of valuable experience and expertise 
lies at the heart of this work, most are looking for continued opportunities to learn and grow. 
Nearly every CEP site has offered workshops, social gatherings, and other incentives to 
draw and retain participants. “The older adults who step forward, they actually are gaining 
something—knowledge or expertise about something they want to do,” Kaelber points out. 
In the New York City initiative, that means creating ways for community gardeners—many of 
whom already bring gardening experience—to learn how to do something new, such as grow 
an unfamiliar vegetable or keep bees for making honey. In Denver, the initiative provided a 
30-hour training to prepare patient navigators and community health workers, and a ten-hour 
“advocacy academy” to teach interested older adults how to do things like testify before the 
state legislature, get letters published in the newspaper, drive social media conversations,  
or simply have more-informed conversations with friends and family members about health 
care issues. 

Last but not least, efforts to engage older adults in community change must build in 
opportunities for discovery and adaptation. “When Rose Community Foundation hired me,” 
notes Barbara Raynor, managing director of Denver’s Boomers Leading Change in Health, 
“they handed me a 50-page implementation plan. Every detail was thought through. But 
virtually nothing about this project has gone exactly according to that plan. Once you insert 
human beings into the mix, things change.”

Most CEP sites have been intentional about regularly convening their partners to explore 
successes, understand failures, and develop approaches for improving results. Both formal 
and informal networking among peers helps build shared ownership and creates pathways 
for sharing knowledge. Meetings, workshops, site visits or tours, and social gatherings are 
effective ways to promote collective learning. 

Equally important, you need to be willing to change course when something doesn’t work 
out as expected. Strong up-front project design must be balanced with flexibility during 
implementation.
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What Does It Cost?

Mobilizing older adults to create community change can achieve big results, but it does take 
an investment of time, and often financial resources. Although small, highly targeted efforts 
can be accomplished with minimal funds, the nine Community Experience Partnership (CEP) 
projects were conceived from the outset as major, multi-year demonstrations, and were funded 
accordingly by The Atlantic Philanthropies. Each CEP project was developed by a community 
foundation that raised one-to-one matching funds. In many cases, additional local or regional 
funders and donors joined and provided resources to continue, expand, or replicate the work.

The costs of this strategy can differ greatly and have many variables. Each of the CEP 
communities is different in terms of population size, geographic distribution, and the issue 
it chose. Some CEP projects worked in ten or more sites and with dozens of institutional 
collaborators, while others focused work through only two or three community-based partners. 
Some projects relied on older adults as volunteers, while others offered compensation. Several 
of the nine community foundations managed the initiative with in-house staff, others wholly 
outsourced management, and still others used hybrid management models. Depending 
on the scope of their participation and their existing capacity, some nonprofit collaborators 
needed only modest financial resources ($5,000 or less) to implement the CEP strategy; others 
invested significantly more (e.g., to hire a full-time project coordinator or to pay for project 
materials). These choices reflect different real-world constraints (e.g., whether there was 
available in-house staff capacity and expertise) as well as distinct philosophies about how  
to create sustainable change.

Across the nine projects, total budgets for a 12-month-long Assessment phase ranged from 
$25,000 to $40,000; each took 18 months for the Strategy phase and invested between 
$125,000 and $300,000; and for Implementation each allocated between $700,000 and  
$1.5 million over three years.
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Neighborhood Vitality (Baltimore, Maryland)

The CBO [community-based organization] partners were the boots on the ground to co-design with the 
older adults a plan and strategies to address neighborhood quality of life. They were in charge of budget, 
financing, reporting. They all used grassroots community organization as their model.

There were some CBOs that weren’t including the residents enough, so they didn’t get funding [after the 
first year]. One of our organizations was primarily a service provider for older adults. It was a stretch for 
them to see older adults not as service receivers but as service givers. They had older adults at the table 
but ultimately the decisions were being made by the CBO, and [the residents] didn’t feel ownership in the 
process.

The two organizations that received full three-year implementation grants were community development 
corporations, and they saw older adults as assets. Because they’re used to community engagement as 
a process, they knew they needed to be flexible with older adults because they knew that’s what you do 
with community engagement. There wasn’t the brain-shift that needed to happen—that older adults were 
changemakers—because they already believed that the people who lived there were changemakers.

  Jonalyn Denlinger, Baltimore Community Foundation

Healthy Food (New York, New York)

I was starting to hear from folks that younger staff, who are often the staff in a lot of smaller nonprofits, 
were sometimes struggling. We saw themes and issues coming up in our first year. “We have an older 
adult acting out. She feels like my grandmother, and I can’t tell her to stop doing that.” Or, “I’m supposed 
to respect them, but why are they doing this?”

We talked about this on the advisory committee, and we thought, “Let’s do a training on what it’s like to 
be an older adult, and on the impact of aging disabilities on communication. You’re losing your eyesight, 
your hearing is going, it’s harder to get around: What does that mean in terms of how people see life and 
get through life?” [The trainings] completely resensitized our partners about how they interpreted the 
signals they were getting. They were interpreting [the behavior of some older adults] as resistance, when 
it could have been that someone didn’t hear them well, or they were embarrassed to say they couldn’t 
do something. The link between getting older and the embarrassment about what you can’t do, just 
recognizing it [can help]. You don’t have to call it out. Just the recognition can completely change the 
relationship of folks to that organization.

  Terry Kaelber, United Neighborhood Houses

Implementing for Success
On-the-Ground Lessons
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Homelessness (Grand Rapids, Michigan)

[Prior experience] working with older adults was not important at all. Maybe [having partners with 
experience working with older adults] would have been easier, but that was the whole point of the project: 
to get experience where they didn’t have it before. That’s where training comes in. 

The way we’ve designed it is that there are two organizations identified as technical assistance (T.A.) to 
seven other organizations that are actually doing the work of [directly] engaging experienced adults on 
the specific issue of homelessness. One T.A. organization focuses on more of the operational side—
adjusting policies or building position descriptions. The other T.A. provider helps with recruitment and 
one-on-one relational matchmaking [matching older adults with appropriate responsibilities]. But there’s 
some commonality and they’re really collaborating. One organization might be struggling with something 
and then we find that another organization is having the same issue. It’s nice to have the T.A. to bridge 
the two and help them out. Those linkages are very important.

  Kate Luckert Schmid, Grand Rapids Community Foundation

Smart Growth (Maine)

We started doing recruitment and trying to get people to become members of the Encore Leadership 
Corps. We did presentations at the Maine Senior College Network, at events where older people would 
be—announcements and information sessions. 

We solicited feedback about how to approach recruitment, and what the content of the program 
should be. [Our] early vision was that people would apply or nominate other people, and you would 
get accepted. We had been talking about it as an admissions process, [which we thought] would lend 
prestige to being part of the program. People did not like that. We heard, “I don’t want to ‘apply’ to be 
accepted. I want to join.” So we shifted the language quickly. It was a huge difference in the way we 
approached recruitment.

  Lelia De Andrade, Maine Community Foundation

Early Childhood (Oregon)

We had a learning community first. We put out the word that we were going to have funding for these 
sorts of projects [to engage older adults in community change], but first there was a planning opportunity. 
We gave out 16 $5,000 planning grants and brought the grantees together to learn more about the topic, 
and we made it clear that only the members of the learning community would be able to apply for the 
larger implementation grants six months later. They went through a volunteer management audit process 
and they learned where their strengths and weaknesses were, and when they applied we asked them to 
say how they would build on what they learned. We gave six implementation grants and kept [the others] 
in the learning community, even if they didn’t get implementation grants. It was a way of spreading the 
learning around.

  Mary Louise McClintock, The Oregon Community Foundation
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Essential 
Capacities  
to Build On 
Leveraging core strengths and 
succeeding with this work
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The high-level work plan outlined in the prior section offers a snapshot of the way older adult 
community change efforts can be developed and implemented in neighborhoods, towns, 
cities big and small, and even states. Although the work is never going to be tidy and linear, 
the work plan provides a general chronology that can help you plan an initiative, with early 
work (assessment), followed by an intensive program planning phase (strategy), and program 
execution (implementation).

It is worth noting important through-lines—core capacities that these initiatives rely on across 
all phases and which the Community Experience Partnership (CEP) sites credit as the reason 
they succeeded. Three capacities in particular can be considered prerequisites for taking 
on this work: partnering, communicating, and learning. If you can do these three things 
reasonably well, and are willing to embrace them as priorities by devoting significant time and 
resources to them over the lifetime of the initiative, you will set yourself up for success.

Partnering. Virtually from inception, the CEP projects drew on contributions from a wide 
range of individual and institutional stakeholders. The nature of this work is collaborative, 
and the sooner you bring people to the table as investors in and owners of the work, the 
faster you will build momentum. This is a given for community-wide initiatives launched by 
a catalyzing organization, such as a community foundation, that mobilizes diverse agencies 
and community-based organizations to implement. It’s no less true if you are a small nonprofit 
looking to get creative about tapping experienced adults; your collaborators, in that case, may 
be your colleagues within the organization, board members, other volunteers, and possibly 
community partners such as a volunteer center or a United Way. 

Successful partnering gives you access to expertise, existing professional and social 
networks, and potential influencers within and beyond your community or immediate circle. 
Over the lifetime of the effort, your collaborators may include advisors, funders or co-funders, 
community members (including older adults), subject matter experts, research and evaluation 
resources, and others.

Effective partnering is an art requiring a great deal of mindful planning and follow-through. 
Fundamentally, you are building relationships, and it’s important to remember that every 
collaborator comes with their own priorities and values, obligations and constraints, and 
strengths and weaknesses.

Communicating. From setting the stage before the major work begins to capturing stories 
that emerge as your initiative unfolds, it’s smart to recognize the central role of effective 
communications. CEP projects branded themselves from the start and integrated message 
development, outreach, and other key communications activities into all phases of their work.

Older adult engagement work depends very much on your ability to build awareness and 
change perceptions. It’s important to build your own capacity and that of your implementing 
partners to use storytelling to advance your project’s objectives. Collaborators—inside your 
own organization, among partners, and in the broader community—often need to have 
existing attitudes and assumptions challenged, or be inspired by the possibility of bringing 
new approaches to old problems. 
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Even older adults themselves sometimes need to be pushed to stretch their self-perceptions 
and recognize the unique talents they bring to the table: Among CEP project partners, 
traditional geriatric facilities that had always treated older adults as clients receiving a service 
had the toughest time overcoming inertia that had become engrained among both staff and 
older adults. 

Ultimately, embedding communication early helps secure the right partners, support high rates 
of achievement, and transmit new knowledge to relevant audiences in a timely manner.

Learning. Every phase of this work relies on learning: first focusing on revealing the current 
state of older adult participation in your community and understanding what shapes their 
willingness and ability to contribute their time and talents; then drawing on the experience 
of collaborators to define your ambitions and craft an approach; finally implementing your 
strategy and discovering what it really takes to do this work.

Doing innovative work requires a willingness to make mistakes, but more than that, it requires 
the ability to learn from those mistakes. CEP sites have embraced a number of peer learning 
techniques that promote knowledge-sharing, reduce isolation among implementing partners, 
and build trust among collaborators. 

In Oregon, for example, building on the findings from an initial study, planners decided to fund 
three one-year pilot projects. Their goal was to build real-world experience as they developed 
programs to bring older adults into early childhood classrooms. Then, they convened and gave 
small technical assistance grants to 16 early care and education organizations (later expanded 
to 34). The learning cohorts met twice to build and share knowledge about how to best 
leverage boomer-aged volunteers. Although the project was able to fully fund only a fraction 
of these organizations, everyone was encouraged to continue participating in the learning 
community, and pilot project leaders were tapped as mentors. “It was a way of spreading 
the learning around a little bit more,” explains Mary Louise McClintock, director of education 
programs at The Oregon Community Foundation.

Learn More

For more about 
Community 
Experience 
Partnership lessons 
for building effective 
peer learning 
communities, see  
The Learning 
Community 
Advantage: How 
Collective Insight 
Creates Lasting 
Impact in the 
resources section  
of ceplearning.org.
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Because the Community Experience Partnership (CEP) was conceived as a way to 
demonstrate the untapped potential of older adults in diverse communities across the 
nation, the nine participating communities have carefully documented their work and, from 
the beginning, tracked both the investment that has been required and the returns that 
are possible. The upfront requirements—financial, but especially time—can be significant, 
especially if you are taking on a large-scale effort that involves many partners. (See “What 
does it cost?” on page 31.) The results, however, are also significant.

CEP initiatives identified and tracked five types of change resulting from their multi-year 
investments. Depending on your own priorities, one or more of these is likely to reflect your 
community’s definition of success.

Increased resources. The fact that the CEP efforts were initiated by community 
foundations—whose mission includes a mandate to build and mobilize local resources to meet 
wide-ranging community needs—brought special focus to the goal of raising new monies 
and bringing new volunteers to the table. Expanding the pool of financial, intellectual, and 
social capital—the ingredients required to advance any kind of initiative—is an important way 
to accelerate the change you seek. CEP projects not only have dramatically increased the 
amount of donated time, but by attracting skilled and experienced older adults to the process 
(both paid and unpaid), they also are accessing fresh thinking that leads to new, often better 
solutions. Particularly with intractable or complex challenges such as homelessness and health 
care, experienced adults bring ideas, passion, and an increased openness to innovation. 
Moreover, because this approach often yields new solutions to old problems, every CEP 
project has been able to attract additional funds to fuel their work. 

Staying focused on community impact is the best way 
to keep stakeholders motivated and ensure continued 
support for the work. 

Outputs. One of the traditional measures of community-based work, outputs are the 
immediate results of your efforts. Which outputs you should track will depend largely on 
your implementation plan. Most CEP projects set goals for recruitment and placement; 
participation in workshops, trainings, or other events; the creation of advisory or steering 
committees; and other work plan milestones. Outputs are an important way to monitor  
near-term progress.

Systemic change. In deliberate as well as unexpected ways, community change projects led 
by older adults transform the way stakeholders do their work. CEP initiatives offer numerous 
examples of ways that older adults are introducing new approaches to problems and new 
ways of managing resources. Unexpected solutions are taken up as personal causes—from 
the retired carpenter who, unprompted, develops a new inventory management system to 
help Habitat for Humanity repair and reuse hardware destined for the junk pile, to the volunteer 
community health workers who secure low-cost dental coverage for Bhutanese refugees, to 
the gardener who decides to create cooking demonstrations for new parents as a way to build 
interest in fresh food. If you give experienced adults the space to bring their creativity and 
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connections to a cause, the payoffs can be surprising and lasting. Nonprofit partners benefit 
by permanently strengthening their processes, becoming more efficient and effective. 

Changed attitudes. Although empowering older adults was never the core purpose for 
CEP projects, it is an important collateral benefit. Individual leaders, organizations, and 
entire communities are experiencing older adults not as needy dependents, but as assets. 
Experienced adults themselves are re-engaging with their neighbors and becoming more 
active, with a variety of associated personal and societal health benefits that have been well 
documented in the aging services world. Changed perceptions are good for older adults and 
for communities that are able to envision fresh solutions to issues that matter.

Community impact. There are many ways to chart your progress with this work, but the 
ultimate test is whether you can affect meaningful change on an important community issue.  
The top priority for CEP initiatives has always been real-world benefits for their communities. 
Often described as “outcomes,” these are medium- and long-term changes that would not 
have happened without your investment. The health care navigation effort, in the medium 
term, counts the number of patients counseled, and longer term looks to see a downward 
trend in hospital readmissions. The food access effort measures tons of food produced and 
distributed, the number of new gardens created, and so on, looking in the long run to shrink 
the parts of the city considered food deserts. The way you measure community impact 
depends on your issue, of course, and almost certainly has a long time horizon. Staying 
focused on the community benefit, however, is the best way to keep stakeholders motived  
and ensure continued support for your work.

The efforts with the greatest sustainability include older 
adults from the earliest research and development phase 
through full implementation. 

Creating Lasting Change

Not every result listed above is going to be sustainable, but the farther you get down the 
list, the more likely you are to be producing change with the power to last. New resources 
and near-term project outputs come at specific moments in time, and to repeat them usually 
requires new investment. Systemic change, shifts in attitudes, and many community impacts, 
however, offer greater potential for sustainability.

The more a project empowers older adults as leaders and innovators, the more likely it is to 
continue with a life of its own after formal implementation ends. The carpenter who had the 
freedom to create a new inventory system for the Habitat for Humanity workshop in Grand 
Rapids will not always be a volunteer there, but his approach to managing resources will live 
on—and, in fact, is being shared with Habitat affiliates around the country. The efforts with the 
greatest sustainability tend to be the ones that include older adults as part of advisory groups 
from the earliest research and development phase through full implementation, and that work 
with partner organizations to help embrace the full potential of their older adult participants 
Diana Doyle, one of the Socius Group consultants who oversaw the national CEP initiative 
for The Atlantic Philanthropies, believes that engaging experienced adults to lead community 
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change is a smart strategy because it builds in opportunities for cost-effectiveness and 
sustainability. “This approach creates a kind of pathway for innovation,” she says. “It breaks 
through the expected feeling and thinking about a problem and opens the door for more 
unexpected solutions.” Older adults are often resourceful and persistent. After a lifetime of 
real-world experience, “older adults figure out where their strengths are, where they aren’t, and 
how to manage accordingly. You’re working with people who bring a lot, and they have a low 
tolerance for failure. They stay with the work until it’s done.”

In the end, the power and efficacy of this work is demonstrated by the fact that all but 
one of the CEP initiatives is continuing—some are even expanding into new issue areas 
and geographies—despite the end of the national initiative and the financial support that 
it provided. In New York City, the food access effort has been so successful and popular 
that within one year the New York Community Trust committed to doubling the number of 
neighborhoods and expanding into all five boroughs. In Denver, while continuing their health 
care work, Boomers Leading Change in Health is looking into taking on other major community 
needs by further mobilizing experienced adults. The Oregon Community Foundation has 
created an online package of resources accessible to early childhood programs everywhere, 
promoting older adults as a transformational resource for that field. In Minnesota, the 
Northland Foundation is replicating and expanding their multigenerational project into three 
new rural communities, while continuing in the original ten through at least the end of 2016. 
They have also broadened their original work with at-risk youth to include a community  
health focus, a college intern program, and a reading program for young children led by  
older adult volunteers. 

Anyone committed to creating change must take  
a new look at experienced adults and recognize that,  
as a society, we cannot afford not to take advantage  
of this special pool of talent.

As importantly, the many nonprofit, municipal, and philanthropic collaborators who have been 
part of the CEP initiative say it has changed how they approach all their work. The experience 
of mobilizing and integrating older adults has informed and strengthened how these 
organizations work with stakeholders and has boosted their ability to get results. Funders  
now expect grant applicants to more intentionally leverage community members of all ages  
to support proposed projects. Nonprofits are recognizing that the best practices for bringing 
out the strengths of experienced adults can also be used to bring out the full potential of  
all stakeholders.
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Seeing the Big Picture and Looking Long Term

“I think boomers get a bad rap,” says Denver’s Barbara Raynor. She tells a story about a 
woman who heard about the CEP initiative at a recent conference on aging. The woman 
challenged whether baby boomers cared enough about others to join in a community 
improvement effort. “Boomers are narcissistic and self-centered,” the woman insisted,  
“only interested in plastic surgery and coloring their hair.” Why would you build a community 
change strategy around them? 

Raynor believes this was another case of stereotype getting in the way of opportunity. “This 
generation has been making change the entire spectrum of their lifetime,” she notes. “They 
were the engine behind important social movements like civil rights, women’s rights, gay 
rights. They were not driven by narcissism, but by a desire to create a fairer, more just society 
for everyone. And now as they are aging and they see how older people are treated—it’s 
possible they have plastic surgery and dye their hair because they don’t want to be treated 
like ‘old people.’ They see how old people disappear. But,” she maintains, “they now have 
the opportunity to change the way the world sees and treats older adults—not just for their 
generation, but for generations to come.” 

“What would it look like for communities,” asks New York’s Terry Kaelber, “if part of what’s 
expected—and part of what society supported—was for older adults to step forward and 
address important issues in their community?” This isn’t a “feel good” strategy to get seniors 
active. This is a rallying cry to society, urging all of us to make the investment to mobilize one 
of our most valuable assets during a time of great need and opportunity.

The stakes are higher than ever. The pace of life is accelerating, challenges are growing more 
complex, resources are finite, and the population is aging. Every group that is committed to 
creating change for the better—government, business, neighborhood groups, faith-based 
organizations, funders, or a coalition of many different actors—must take a new look at 
experienced adults and recognize that, as a society, we cannot afford not to take advantage  
of this special pool of talent. 
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Learn and do. 
ceplearning.org
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